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Re-Certification Meeting Scheduled for 
June 16, 2010 

T his year‟s Associate and Re-certification Meeting will be on Wednesday, 
June 16, 2010 at the Newark Hilton Hotel.  We have an exciting line-up of 

speakers and vendors for you.  Sign-up form is attached.  This meeting we have 
the following speakers lined up: 
   Brent Baird of Instruments Direct - will make a presentation on theory , 
technology and economics of Ultrasonic transit time flow meters for your TAB 
applications.  Brent Baird has more than 30 years of experience in Ultrasonic 
Flow Meter technology, application engineering, product development, distribu-
tion, marketing and sales. Brent founded Instruments Direct, a master distribu-
tor, R&D, training and service center, offering a wide variety of technology and 
brands of Ultrasonic Flow Meters. Instruments Direct also provides R&D ser-
vices to many of their vendors including beta testing and product reviews. This 
has resulted in the development of many new value added features, custom de-
signed flow meters, and training procedures to enhance ultrasonic meter usabil-
ity. In 2008, Brent founded Noncontact Meters, a manufacturer of Ultrasonic 
Flow Meters and value added ultrasonic features.  Although Brent is the CEO 
of both Instruments Direct and NonContact Meters, you will find him doing 
what he does best, manning the phones as a senior application engineer, pre-
senting a webinar or touring the country as a speaker and trainer.   
   David Day of EBTRON - will present “Everything you always wanted to 
know about IAQ but were afraid to ask!”.  Graduate from the University of 
Portland, Portland, Oregon.  Started with Robertshaw Controls in 1976 and 
worked with G.J. Yamas in the Bay Area for 10 years.  Has been an ASHRAE 
member for about 30 years. Worked mostly in the controls industry.  Was a me-
chanical systems representative for 10 years and worked with Keller and 
Gannon Mechanical Engineers as a control system designer for 5 years. Has a 
background in traditional HVAC, LAB and Steam System designs. The most 
notable was a multi-pod Laboratory design in McMurdo Antarctica with Syska 
Hennessey in the early 90‟s. Is now the Western Regional Manager for Ebtron, 
Inc. Loris, South Carolina. 
   Peter Maguire of Lighthouse - will present “Fundamentals of Particle 
Counting”.  Peter Maguire is the US Sales Manager for Lighthouse Worldwide 
Solutions.  He has been involved in contamination monitoring and control for 
the past 14 years.  His main areas of focus have been on particle counting, ESD 
monitoring and control and AMC monitoring and control.  He has given hun-
dreds of lectures and trained thousands of engineers at companies such as Fu-
jitsu, Hitachi, Seagate, TSMC, AUO,  Hewlett Packard, Amkor, Texas Instru-
ments, Quanta Display and many others.  Using his experience in the clean-
room he has helped companies identify and solve contamination issues that 
were costing them hundreds of thousands of dollars in lost product. 
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W hat temperature condenser water should be provided by a cooling tower (or fluid cooler) that serves AC equipment under 
normal operation?  The short answer is, it should be as cold as the refrigeration equipment can reliably handle, unless you 

are dealing with a mixed-use heating/cooling loop (as with a water source heat pump system).  What does that mean, and what 
control methods work the best?  Most newer cooling equipment of almost any type can go down to about 65 F condenser water 
without experiencing low load nuisance trip offs. The low condenser water temperature limiting factors tend to be ref rigerant 
stacking in water cooled condensers (the build up of liquid refrigerant in the condenser due to insufficient head pressure to force 
it to move to the evaporator); oil migration in various forms; and low evaporator temperature if the expansion device isn‟t very 
sensit ive and can t compensate for low head pressure. Older centrifugal and screw chillers, and some types of older reciprocating 
equipment, sometimes need to operate a little warmer, but seldom any higher than 70 F. 
   In virtually any circumstance that you want to analyze, the fan energy spent at the cooling tower to make colder tower water is 
more than offset by the compressor energy savings that result from operating at lower head pressure. So, if more fan energy can 
make colder condenser water, it is generally worth doing. The simple way to do this is to simply set the tower fan control for 65 
F or 70 F or what ever temperature experience has shown results in no operating problems for a particular installation, and just 
let it run. This does waste some fan energy, since there will be ambient wet bulb conditions that are simply too high to permit the 
tower to make water this cold, and during those operating hours the tower may be able to slack off and still make essentially as 
cold water with less fan energy. The next step is therefore to monitor ambient humidity in some way and use that information to 
decide how cold of water the tower could realistically make, and use that to control the tower fan. The bias should be toward us-
ing more fan to make colder water.  This used to be hard to do, but advances in both humidity sensors and DDC controls make 
it much more practical than 10 15 years ago. 
   What about variable speed drives (VSD s) for cooling tower fans?  A VSD saves very little energy in a cooling tower application 
(although various VSD manufacturers have modeling software that doesn t understand this). Tower fans operate to evaporate 
moisture, and whether you handle it in a single speed on/off manner, or a two speed step function manner, or in an analog man-
ner via a VSD, the fan energy expended to evaporate water does not vary significantly unless you have a very large number of 
very low load hours. In the case of very low loads, the static pressure through the fill with low air flows can actually produce 
some savings, but you need a lot of operating hours at low loads to justify a drive based strictly upon energy savings.  A VSD 
does provide many other benefits, however, that make a VSD worth having for a cooling tower. Varying the speed is much easier 
on the bearings, sheaves and belts than on/off or two speed control. For blow-through towers, having the fan always operating 
keeps water from dripping down onto the shaft and bearings as long as the fan is running (as opposed to dripping every time that 
the fan cycles off, which is common as a blow through tower or fluid cooler ages), and avoiding the drips makes a difference in 
rust/corrosion also extends fan/shaft/bearing life. The life 
expectancy of a gear box in gear-driven tower fans also is enhanced when using a VSD, and changing gear boxes is an expensive 
and inconvenient job. 
   What if there are multiple chillers in a central plant?  As in any chain, the weakest link defines the strategy for using the chain. 
Usually the newest chillers are the most efficient; hence they are the base load chiller(s); and can use the coldest water. Some 
older units may require warmer water, at least when they initially start, and the water temperature control strategy may have to 
incorporate this into the control sequence when the older units are brought on line. 
   What about water source heat pump systems?  The conventional wisdom is to set the low temperature (below which the boiler 
operates) to 70 F and the upper temperature (above which the tower fan runs) to 85 F. For the reasons noted above, and because 
our ambient wet bulb is usually pretty low, I prefer to set the upper temperature 
somewhere between 75 F and 80 F. 70 F is not a bad low end temperature, and should not result in problems for units in either 
the heating or cooling mode. The resulting 5 F 10 F dead band usually works pretty well. 
   In summary, the major points to address when trying to optimize an existing water cooled systems performance are: determin-
ing how cold the tower water can run without creating problems for the AC equipment; having controls that can determine real-
istic leaving tower water temperatures based on ambient humidity; and setting up the system to operate within those parameters. 
VSDs are nice for various operation and maintenance reasons, but not essential. 
 
By Mike Gallagher, P.E., Western Allied Corporation 
Reprinted with permission from the March 2009 ASHRAE Newsletter– San Joaquin Chapter 
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          May 19-22, 2010, NEBB  TEC, AZ 

 

 

    June 16, 2010, 10:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m. 

           Newark Hilton Hotel, Newark, CA 

 

    June 8 - 11, 2010, NEBB TEC, AZ 

 

    August 13 - 15, 2010, NEBB TEC, AZ 

 

    September 18, 2010, 8:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. 

 San Leandro, CA 

 

    September 21 - 24, 2010, NEBB TEC, AZ 

 

    September 20 - 25, 2010, NEBB TEC, AZ 

 

           November 4 - 6, 2010,  

           Bonita Springs,  Florida 
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Table Top Vendors at our June 16, 2010 Re-certification Meeting 

A t this year‟s June 16, 2010  Associates Meeting and Re-certification Seminar, we will have the following vendors attending: 
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http://www.emcorgroup.com/
http://www.instrumentsdirect.com/
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I n the first installment of this series of articles we talked about all the basics of cleanroom design, function, and testing.  Now 
we are going to look at various aspects in greater detail.  Later articles will talk about other subjects, but for now we will focus 

on one item; the filtered supply airflow. 
   Filtered supply airflow is the critical element to cleanrooms.  They function as the only part of the cleanroom that „washes 
away‟ or dilutes the concentration of the particles generated within or brought into the controlled space.  Without filtered airflow 
there really is no cleanroom and therefore filtered airflow should be considered mandatory for any cleanroom that is at or above 
ISO-14644-1 Class-8.  Only ISO Class-9 cleanrooms might be able to get by without filtered airflow, but such a design would run 
the risk of frequent failure and would amplify the effects of both improper cleanroom protocol and the highly variable effects of 
the outside environment. 
   The most frequently used filters in cleanroom design are HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filters.  ULPA (Ultra Low 
Penetration Air) filters are more efficient and more expensive but need only be considered for ISO Class-3 and above.  Their ba-
sic design and function is fairly straightforward; large surface area of filtering media which is corrugated to fit in a much smaller 
space and thus allows the air to flow past the filtering media at a very low velocity. 
   The arrangement of filters within the room depends greatly on the intended use and desired ISO Class of the space.  There are 
two major differences in filter arrangements; unidirectional and non-unidirectional.  This distinction refers to the pattern of the 
airflow within the room. 
   In general, ISO Class-5 and above should have enough filters to cover at least 80% of the ceiling area.  That amount of filter 
coverage is needed to make the room airflow unidirectional (meaning the airflow throughout the room is moving in only one di-
rection; typically down).  In these types of rooms, uniformity of the airflow between the filters is important (all filter airflow ve-
locities should be within ±20% of the average).  Great differences in airflow velocity between two adjacent filters can cause tur-
bulences that will allow particles to become entrained and collect in the turbulent airflow.  The longer the turbulence persists, the 
greater the concentration of particles will become within it.  Once the turbulence is disrupted by other forces, such as a person 
walking past, that high concentration of particles could enter the normal airflow again. 
   Non-unidirectional airflow cleanrooms rely on the filtered airflow to dilute the existing particles rather than to wash them away 
and are suitable for ISO Class-6 and below.  These types of rooms generally have less than 80% of the ceiling area covered in fil-
ters.  Uniformity of airflow velocity is not as critical, but should still be strived for, since turbulent airflow will be unavoidable. 
   Once proper airflow of the filter is verified, testing filters can normally be performed using either of two methods; oil based 
aerosol (e.g. PAO - polyalphaolefin) with a photometer or polystyrene latex spheres (PSL) with a laser particle counter.  Both of 
these methods involve generating/introducing particles (challenge material) on the upstream side of the filter and then scanning 
for those particles on the downstream side of the filter.  If too many particles are getting through the filter there is a leak.  Both 
of these methods have advantages and disadvantages. 
   One big advantage of PAO with a photometer is that it does not pick up background particles in the room (the downstream 
side of the filter) that could give a false reading.  Another advantage is that it can be used for both filter face leak scanning and 
total leak scanning (for such things as some filter banks or exhaust filters).  If used properly it can be quite accurate at leak detec-
tion, with the primary disadvantage that it is not suitable for most microelectronic facility cleanrooms. 
   PSL with a laser particle counter is useful to fill in that gap.  However; PSL with a laser particle counter will pick up any parti-
cles that are present, not just those of the challenge material.  This limitation can make it difficult, if not impossible, for an inex-
perienced leak scanner to determine the difference between an actual leak or just high background particle concentrations, espe-
cially near the edge of the filter and/or in lower (i.e. dirtier) class cleanrooms.  The rate at which the filter can be accurately 
scanned is highly variable and must be calculated for each different set of circumstances.  Those limitations combined with the 
fact that it is not suitable for total leak scan means that PSL with laser particle counter should normally only be used in a micro-
electronic facility cleanroom, by highly field experienced leak scanners that have a good understanding of the leak scan rate calcu-
lations. 
   In conclusion, as filters are the most important part of any cleanroom, their application, use, and testing demand the greatest 
attention.  Filters that are not functioning as they should or that have leaks are as good as if they were not there at all. 
 
By Greg Bluhm, Vice-President of CSI, Inc., Santa Clara, CA 

Cleanrooms: A Basic Guide  - Part 2 
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Retro-Commissioning Seminar 

F irms interested in obtaining NEBB certification in Retro-commissioning should send individuals who play a key role in the 
commissioning process within their companies.  Those attending should be management-level persons, who can qualify as a 

NEBB Retro-commissioning Administrator (RCA) by already possessing the required prerequisites.  The firm should meet the 
criteria for the NEBB Retro-commissioning Certification Program as outlined by NEBB.  To be eligible for NEBB certification 
in Retro-commissioning, a firm must be concurrently NEBB certified in both TAB and Building Systems Commissioning.  In 
addition, candidates for Retro-commissioning Qualification must simultaneously hold NEBB qualification in TAB and Building 
Systems Commissioning (BSC).  This seminar will cover the following topics:  Overview of the NEBB Retro-Cx Program, In-
troduction to the Retro-Cx Process, Activities within the Discovery Phase, Document Procurement, Activities within the Prob-
lem/Analysis Solution Phase, Marketing Retro-Cx Services.  For more information on this seminar, please visit, nebb.org. 

D id you know NEBB is now on Facebook?  Join the many fans of NEBB to receive breaking news, special offers and up to 
date information on NEBB events and programs.  Check out the NEBB page at:  http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/pages/

Gaithersburg-MD/NEBB/257756828199?ref=search&sid=1534300265.1984147970..1  
 

 

JTS 

Jeffrey Tax Solutions 
“Providing Pro-active Tax Preparation Services” 

 

Our Services include: 
 Financial Statement Compilation 

 Business Entities and Non-Profit Tax Preparation 

 Individual Tax Preparation 

 

 

 

 
 

Nicole A. Jeffrey, MST, CPA 
najeffrey@att.net 

925.425.7295 
www.jeffreytax.com 

 

We are the “Official Northern Califor-

nia/Hawaii NEBB Chapter’s” CPA 

Northern California/Hawaii 
Chapter Board Decides To 
Lower Technician Exam Fees 

NEBB  Is Now On Facebook! 

B y January 2012 each NEBB project must be 
manned by a Certified Professional or Certified 

Technician.  With that in mind, the Northern Califor-
nia/Hawaii NEBB Chapter Board of Directors decided 
to reduce the cost of testing fees for the technician writ-
ten and practical exam.  The testing fee has been low-
ered to $150.  The Chapter encourages each firm to get 
their technicians certified now.  Contact the Chapter 
Coordinator, Audrey Kearns at 510/386-1270 or by 
email at akearns@nocalhawaiinebb.org with any ques-
tions.  

Free Year Subscription to THE 
NEBB PROFESSIONAL 

T ake advantage of this great offer!  Get a free sub-
scription for one year to NEBB‟s magazine, The 

NEBB Professional, the official magazine of the Na-
tional Environmental Balancing Bureau.  Contact Karen 
Groppe, Director of Marketing and Communications at 
NEBB National at karen@nebb.org. to sign up. 

http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=34722141&msgid=508283&act=NS5F&c=283700&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fhome.php%3F%23%21%2Fpages%2FGaithersburg-MD%2FNEBB%2F257756828199%3Fref%3Dsearch%26sid%3D1534300265.1984147970..1
http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=34722141&msgid=508283&act=NS5F&c=283700&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fhome.php%3F%23%21%2Fpages%2FGaithersburg-MD%2FNEBB%2F257756828199%3Fref%3Dsearch%26sid%3D1534300265.1984147970..1
mailto:najeffrey@att.net


N orthern California/ Hawaii NEBB  Chapter attended the ISPE trade show on April 1 at the South San Francisco Conven-
tion Center.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GO TO WWW.NEBB.ORG 

FOR PUBLICATIONS AND 

MANUALS 

Marketing News  
By Vic Congi, Carter Air Balance, Marketing Chair 
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We Have a New Look on Our Website! 

T he Northern California/Hawaii website has been updated!  We have a new 
Events Box on the Home page highlighting upcoming items of interest.  We 

have a new Featured Member Box.  The NEBB Featured Member for the Northern 
California/Hawaii NEBB Chapter has been highlighted in our Chapter newsletter 
and now on our website.  Click on the box to see the Featured Member article.  
PowerPoint presentations, NEBB Procedural Standards Manuals, videos and all 
current and past newsletters can now be accessed from the Home Page.  Contact 
me at akearns@nocalhawaiinebb.org and let me know what you think? 

Troy Stenstrom, Therma and Bill Jeffrey, DPR Construction 
New NEBB Give-aways 

Troy Stenstrom, Therma 
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FEATURED ASSOCIATE 

 

S ince 1985, Carter Air Balance has been providing quality workmanship and service to their custom-
ers no matter what the size of the project.  Their goal is to provide total system balance for their 

clients, implementing NEBB‟s National Standards and working in cooperation with their respective 
contractors, engineers and architects. 
   Carter Air Balance was started in 1985 by Glen and Jeff Carter, father and son.  It was a family run 
business doing air and water balancing.  In 1993, present owner, Vic Congi, bought an ownership per-
centage of Carter Air Balance.  In 2001 Carter Air Balance became NEBB certified.   
   Vic Congi started air balancing in 1976 after graduating from Laney College in Oakland that same year.  
Vic Congi apprenticed as an air balance technician for National Air Balance.  At that time, he made his own cardboard flow 
hoods showing how the industry has changed rapidly and dramatically for the best since those days.  Then in 1993 Vic Congi, left 
National Air Balance and became part owner of Carter Air Balance and in 2003 became sole owner of Carter Air Balance.  Vic 
achieved his NEBB certification in 2003 for TAB and 2004 for Building Systems Commissioning.  The firm has 4 full time jour-
neymen and 2 apprentices working in the field and 3 full-time office staff.  Ashley Jorgenson has been with the firm for 2 years 
and is their administration person, Betty Waite has been with Carter Air Balance for 16 years and handles bids, insurance and 
covers the phone and Laurie Congi, wife of Vic for 18 years, is the company‟s bookkeeper.  Vic handles the 
bidding and project management. 
   Located in Napa, California, they have clients as diverse as Kaiser, AT&T, State and Federal Prisons, and 
Safeway to mention a few and as close as their own backyard to as far away as Hawaii. 
   Some projects that Carter Air Balance is most proud of is The Millennium Tower, a 62-story high-rise lo-
cated on Mission Street in San Francisco.  This was a value engineered project started in 2008 and completed 
in 2009.  Carter Air Balance handled the air and Hydronic balancing.  The Millennium Tower was a Webcor 

Builders, Critchfield Mechanical and Flack & Kurtz project.  Another 
project of note, is the Culinary Institute of America at Greystone.  Com-
pleted this year, it was an air balancing job on a remodel of the gift shop 
and additional classrooms. 
   Vic Congi holds NEBB certification in Air & Hydronics Balancing, Fire Protection, and 
Building System Commissioning for HVAC and Plumbing.  Vic decided to become a NEBB 
Certified Professional because NEBB offers a variety of certifications, not just one that cov-

ers all disciplines.  Vic has been on the Board of Directors for Northern California/Hawaii 
NEBB since 2006 as Director of Marketing and is now on the NEBB National Marketing 

Committee as of 2009. 
   What benefits do your  NEBB certification bring to your business?  “Without this certification, I would not have been 
able to advance our company‟s knowledge further nor would I have certified employees.  99% of every project now requires a 
certification which makes firm and employee certification that much more important.” 
   Do your customers understand the importance and value of your NEBB certification?  Yes and No, the reason I say 
that is due to the type of economy we are in right now.  Most want quality first and pricing second.  The certification and our cer-
tified employees allows the customer to realize they have a qualified firm working on their project, and when the project is com-
pleted on time and on budget they see the benefit. 
   What does a NEBB Certified Professional 

deliver to the build environment?  Honesty, 

Quality and an energy efficient system as needed 

in today‟s world. 

Carter Air Balance 

Millennium Tower 

CSI at Greystone, St. Helena, CA 

Betty and Ashley Vic Congi Laurie Congi 
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N EBB's highly regarded position in the industry is built by maintaining integrity through high standards, quality programs and 
demonstrated capabilities of its certified firms. This is achieved through NEBB's Quality Assurance Program (QAP). The 

program ensures swift, single-source mediation and resolution of disputes between NEBB Certified Professionals and their cus-
tomers. 
   How the QAP Operates - NEBB‟s Quality Assurance Program (QAP) applies to all projects specified to be completed in ac-
cordance with NEBB‟s applicable Procedural Standards and delivered by a NEBB Certified firm in good standing.  A prominent 
feature of the QAP is the “Issue Resolution Procedure,” which is designed to provide NEBB customers with a single contact for 
prompt professional support in understanding issues that impede successful project completion and help in mediating any differ-
ences between the NEBB customer and the NEBB professional.  The resolution procedure relies on NEBB assigning a qualified, 
third party professional (TPP) to evaluate and address all issues within seven (7) calendar days of receiving an initial complaint. 
   The First Steps in Taking Action - NEBB will process the initial request, which may include any communications (letter, 
email, telephone call, etc.) made directly to NEBB or any communication made to a local chapter and forwarded to NEBB.  
NEBB does not require a formal complaint letter to take action. 
   Initial Contact - The NEBB third party professional (TPP) will immediately contact and notify the customer and the NEBB 
Certified Firm that he/she has been appointed by NEBB to investigate the issue/complaint.  The TPP will stress that NEBB will 
endeavor to resolve the issue/complaint by mediation. 
   Initial Customer Contact - The TPP will ask the customer to (again) relate the essence of the issue/complaint.  The objective 
is to acquire information and seek clarification regarding the issue/complaint and the TPP may cover areas such as project speci-
fications and timing of events.  If appropriate, the TPP may request that the customer provide relevant documentation to support 
his/her allegation.  Depending on initial review, the TPP might notify the customer that it may be necessary to have access to the 
building, including the HVAC system and the building energy management system.  In addition, it might be necessary to have 
interview access to building management, occupants and operating personnel. 
   Initial NEBB Firm Contact - The TPP will review the customer‟s allegation regarding the issue/complaint with the NEBB 
Certified firm, including any relevant background information obtained during the conversation(s) with the customer.  The TPP 
will solicit the NEBB Certified firm‟s explanation of its role in the matter, and if appropriate, will request that the NEBB firm 
submit to the TPP any relevant correspondence and supporting documents.  The TPP will focus on the timing of events and will 
inquire if the customer has requested that the NEBB Certified firm return to the job to address the issue/complaint.  The TPP 
will also inquire if the NEBB Certified firm has knowledge of substantive changes to the system(s) or if corrective action has 
been taken by anyone other than the original NEBB Certified firm.  Depending on the initial review, the TPP might request that 
the NEBB Certified firm contact the NEBB customer to attempt resolution of the issue/complaint. 
   Provide Customer Follow Up - After a initial discussions, the TPP will contact the customer and provide follow up informa-
tion.  This could include:   NEBB will continue its investigation and will remain in contact with the customer, as needed, or 
the NEBB Certified firm has made a commitment to the customer to resolve the issue/complaint with NEBB continuing to 
monitor the resolution of the matter; or The issue/complaint could possibility lead to the need for NEBB to take corrective ac-
tion. 
   Onsite Investigation - If further investigation is required, the NEBB TPP is authorized to continue gathering additional infor-
mation via telephone calls, correspondence and review of relevant documents.  In addition, the TPP may conduct onsite investi-
gations to include securing assurance from the customer that the owner‟s permission has been granted to enter the project facility 
and “manipulate” the systems to obtain information and data.  If appropriate, the TPP may use the NEBB Certified firm‟s techni-
cian(s) and instrumentation to verify and/or obtain data. 
   Opportunities For Remedy - If it is apparent that further investigation is not required, the NEBB Certified firm may opt to 
deal immediately and directly with the customer.  However, NEBB will continue to monitor the remedial work and remain in 
contact with the NEBB Certified Firm and customer until closure is reached.  By agreeing to use the NEBB QAP, a customer 
must first allow the original NEBB Certified firm with an opportunity to address any issue/complaint before seeking possible 
corrective action by NEBB. 
   Possible Corrective Action Taken By NEBB - After a thorough investigation, if NEBB determines that corrective action is 
required, NEBB will prepare a scope of work document that outlines the necessary corrective action(s) and NEBB will direct the 
original contractor to carryout the work plan.  In addition, NEBB will supervise the required remedial work by the original con-
tractor, if the original contractor agrees to perform the work. 
   Each NEBB certified firm is bound by the terms of NEBB‟s QAP, including cooperating fully in the mediation process as 
deemed appropriate by NEBB.  If the original firm refuses to do the work (which could lead to decertification), NEBB may select 
an alternate NEBB Certified firm to redo the defective work at no cost to the owner.  It is anticipated that few of the QAP mat-
ters will reach this stage, at least current experience supports this view.  However, if it becomes necessary for NEBB to take cor-
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rective action, monies have been set aside specifically for this purpose.  Monies held in 
reserve indicates NEBB‟s commitment to ensuring quality work from its certified firms. 
   So what has been NEBB experience with the enhanced QAP to date?  It has been used 
several times; each with complete success and a satisfied customer.   It appears that the 
most powerful aspect of the process is the increased communications between the cus-
tomer, NEBB and the NEBB Certified firm.  With immediate contact between these par-
ties, specific concerns have been targeted and resources have been mobilized to address 
problems before they became major issues.  For example, one of the first uses of the en-
hanced QAP involved a TAB report which was initially rejected by the engineer.  The 
TTP‟s discussions with the engineer revealed a need for additional information in the form 
of notes and summaries.  The TAB firm was able to immediately respond and held a sub-
sequent meeting with the engineer to explain all aspects of the balancing work.  After the 
meeting, which was monitored by the TPP, a revised report was issued to the satisfaction 
of the engineer.  Without the immediate response feature of the enhanced QAP, and the 
increase communications it fosters between all parties (customer, NEBB and NEBB Certi-
fied firm), these types of relatively simple matters can escalate into situations where the 
only course of action is to assess blame.  The enhanced QAP is designed to avoid such 
situations and provide satisfied customers, which is a great advantage to NEBB and all of 
the NEBB firms. 
   Certainly the enhanced QAP program has brought the right tools to the task.  The ex-
traordinary features of the enhanced QAP, which center around providing a one-stop 
source for customers seeking assistance, are serving NEBB extremely well.  Overall, the 
enhanced QAP has been as great success.  However, the ultimate measure of its success 
will be the impact that it has in the marketplace over the long haul.  Of course, with more 
experience with the enhanced QAP, NEBB will continue to improve the process and ad-
vance its commitment to providing a responsive quality assurance program which meets 
the needs of NEBB and its customers.     
 
Mike Dolim, Executive Vice President, NEBB  
Excerpt from The NEBB Professional, March 2010 Edition 
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COMMITTEES: 

Technical: 

Steve Smith, TABCO, Chair 

Greg Bluhm, CSI, Inc. 
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Carey Tomasa, Air Balance  

     Hawaii 

Jason Huffman, Pacific Test & 

Balance 

Art DeLeon, Final Air Balance 

 

Education: 

Steve Conn, Air Systems, Chair 

Bill Jeffrey, DPR Construction 

Ryan Chang, TAB Engineers 

Martin Burke, TSS,  Inc. 

Art DeLeon, Final Air Balance 

 

Marketing: 

Vic Congi, Carter Air, Chair 

Romy Gonzalez, Alpha Air  

     Balancing 

Dan Moore, Pyramid Balancing 

Sargon Ishaya, IEM Corp 

Greg  Bluhm, CSI, Inc. 

Troy Stenstrom, Therma 

We’re on the 

Web 

www.nocalhawaiinebb.org 

39899 Balentine Drive 
Suite 200 
Newark, CA  94560 
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NEBB Offers More Than Just TAB Certification! 

A lthough known for years as the premier certifiying agency for TAB certification, 
NEBB offers more than just Air and Hydronic Balancing certification.  NEBB offers 

certification in the following disciplines: 
   

 Sound & Vibration 

 Cleanroom Testing 

 Commissioning 

 Retro-Commissioning 

 Fume Hood Testing 
 
For more information on our certifications, contact Chapter Coordinator Audrey Kearns 
at akearns@nocalhawaiinebb.org.  





 

AGENDA 
 

Peter Maguire 

Lighthouse Worldwide Solutions 

10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. 

“Fundamentals of Particle Counting” 
 

 

David Day 

EBTRON 

12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m. 

“Everything you always wanted to know about IAQ but were afraid to ask!” 
 

Brent Baird 

Instruments Direct 

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 

New Ultrasonic technology, the economics, and tricks on how to use them. 
 

 
 

VENDORS AND MEETING SPONSORSVENDORS AND MEETING SPONSORS  
 

Instruments Direct 
Brent Baird 

Ultrasonic Technology 
 

EMCOR Services Integrated Solutions 
Jeff  Ginn 

Andover Controls 

 

VENDORSVENDORS  
 

AirNab, LLC 
Scott Stradheim 

Digital Documentation System  
 

Evergreen Telemetry 
Pete Secor 

Radio-Controlled Sensor Systems for Wireless Measurement of Environmental Conditions in Buildings 

 

Lighthouse Worldwide Solutions 
Karen Heart 

Particle Counters 






